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The Story Behind a 
Stray Medieval Manuscript Leaf 

Jerome S. Arkenberg 

W hile researching medieval English lawbooks and their owners, this writer 
happened upon a stray leaf stuck inside Harvard Law School MS 24. This 

leaf, rather than being a loose part of MS 24, instead once belonged to a separate 
legal manuscript. A comparison of the format and contents of this leaf with that 
of similar legal manuscripts produced in the same period reveals much not just 
about the contents and format of this once separate legal manuscript, but also of 
the type of owner such a manuscript originally had, and the manner in which 
such an owner originally employed this manuscript. 

This folio leaf, now numbered Harvard Law School MS 24b,i measuring 280 x 
18 5mm (205 x 115mm written space), is ruled in brown ink in a simple frame style. 
Its running headlines and chapter titles are underlined in red, its paragraph marks 
alternate between red and blue paraphs, and further red underlining marks off sig-
nificant textual passages. No marginal numbering of chapter sections exists. A red 
monochrome secondary initial, flourished in blue, measures four-lines in height 
and has one long line going down along the margin and then looping back up. 

Written in one hand in thirty-four long lines, its script is regular and even. 
This is an Anglicana script characteristic of the very end of the thirteenth century. 2 

Heavily shaded, it has forked ascenders; long descenders looping back up; high, 
closed, two-compartment "a"s; double approach strokes on "f' and long "s"; 
joined double letters; ticked "i"s; split "r"s below the line, round "r"s after 
letter bows; figure-8 "g"s; a terminal and initial round "s", with internal long 
"s"; no feet or caps on the minims; no letter biting; crossed tironian "et"s; and a 
forked, non-looping "h. "3 

Its contents consist of parts of two legal treatises: on the recto, the end of 
Excepciones ad Cassandum Brevium,4 and, on the verso, the beginning of the 
Tractatus de Bastardia. 5 The provenance of this leaf is unknown, though presumably 
it has been stuck in MS 24 since at least the latter's acquisition by Harvard Law 
School in 1913. 

r Seymour De Ricci and W. J. Wilson, Census of Medieval 
and Renaissance Manuscripts in the United States and Canada 
(New York, 1935-37), 1:I027. 

2 See Hilda E. P. Grieve, ed., Examples of English 
Handwriting 1150-1750: Part I: From Essex Parish Records; 
Part II: From Other Essex Archives (Colchester, 1954), 
plate II; Michelle P. Brown, A Guide to Western Historical 
Scripts: From Antiquity to 1600 (London, 1990), plate 36. 

3 Grieve, Examples, plate I. 
4 George E. Woodbine, Four Thirteenth Century Law Tracts: 

A Thesis Presented to the Faculty of the Graduate School of 
Yale University in Candidacy fin the D~~ree of Doctor of 
Philosophy (New Haven and London, I 9 IO), I 6 3- I 8 3. 

5 Unpublished, but found in many manuscripts, such as 
BL Add. 22,708, at ff. 39r-39v. 
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Harvard Law School MS 24, 6 of ninety-one folios, measures 285 x 205mm 
(230 x 145mm written space), ruled in lead, with double bounding lines on 
all four margins. Running headlines (partly cut off by rebinding), marginal 
numbering of chapter sections, and chapter titles appear, all accompanied by 
underlining in red. It has paragraph marks in the alternating red and blue paraph 
style. Like MS 246, red underlining marks off significant textual passages. Its red-
flourished, blue monochrome secondary initials measure three-lines in height 
and have three long lines straight down. 

MS 24 is written in one hand throughout, in forty long lines, in an Anglicana 
script characteristic of the end of the thirteenth- and beginning of the four-
teenth-century. 7 This script is regular and even: heavily shaded; forked ascenders; 
long descenders looping back up; high, closed, two-compartment "a"s; 
occasional double strokes on "f' and long "s"; joined double letters; ticked "i"s; 
split "r"s below the line, round "r"s after letter bows; figure-8 "g"s; terminal and 
initial round "s" (with an occasional initial long "s"), and internal long "s"; 
no feet or caps on the minims; no letter biting; crossed tironian "et"s; and a 
forked, looping "h". 8 

The contents of MS 24 comprise a collection of common law legal treatises 
typically found in lawbooks produced at the end of the thirteenth century. These 
include Brevia Placitata,9 a Registrum Brevium10 (beginning with a writ of right 
bearing a date of 22 Edw. I), Heng ham Magna, 11 Judicium Essoniorum, 12 Cad it 
Assisa,13 Hengham Parva,14 Cum Sit Necessarium,15 Excepciones ad Cassandum 
Brevium,16 Tractatus de Bastardia,17 Tractatus de Carone, 18 Placita Corone,19 Articuli qui 
narrando indigent observari, 20 and the Excepciones Contra Brevia. 21 Both the 
Excepciones ad Cassandum Brevium and the Tractatus de Bastardia exist in a com-
plete and perfect state. Its original owner is unknown, but the name appearing 
on f 89r, Edward Wallwyn, in a script characteristic of the late fifteenth- and 
early sixteenth-century, suggests a possible late medieval owner. 

These two manuscripts, MS 24 and MS 246, differ in several important 
respects. First, MS 246 is smaller than MS 24, measuring 25mm less in height, 
and 30mm less in width. Second, MS 246 is ruled in brown ink in a simple frame 
style, while MS 24 is ruled in lead with double bounding-lines in all four 
margins. Third, in MS 24 all the secondary initials measure three lines in height, 
in a blue monochrome flourished in red with two to three long lines straight 
down. The one and only secondary initial on MS 246, however, 

6 De Ricci and Wilson, 1:1026-1027, no. 24;J. H. Baker, 
ed., English L£gal Manuscripts in the United States of 
America: A Descriptive List (London, 1985), 1:19, no. 51; 
William Huse Dunham, Jr., ed., Radulphi de Hengham 
Summae (Cambridge, 1932), lxxvi, no. 39; G. J. Turner, 
and T. F. T. Plucknett, eds., Brevia Placitata (London, 
1951), xiv; Elsa De Haas and G.D. G. Hall, eds., Early 
Registers of Writs (London, 1970), xxvi and Ii n. 6. 

7 See Grieve, Examples, plate II. 
8 Grieve, Examples, plate II. 
9 Turner and Plucknett, Brevia Placitata. 
ro De Haas and Hall, Early R,gisters of Writs. 
11 Dunham, Hengham Summae, 1-50; Paul Brand, 

"Hengham Magna: A Thirteenth Century English 
Common Law Treatise and Its Composition," The Irish 

Jurist 11 (1976): 147-169. 
12 Woodbine, Four Thirteenth-Century Law Tracts, II6-

42. Paul Brand, "'Nothing Which is new or 

unique'? A reappraisal of 'Judicium Essoniorum,"' 
in The L(fe of the Law: Proceedings of the Tenth British 
Legal History Conference, Oxford 1991. Peter Birks, 
ed. (London, 1991), 1-7. 

1 l Unpublished, but appearing in many manuscripts, such 
as Philadelphia LC 14.19, at ff. r 16v-124r. See also 
Woodbine, Four Thirteenth Century Law Tracts, 
I fn-4-

14 Dunham, Hengham Summae, 51-71. 
1 5 Woodbine, Four Thirteenth-Century Law Tracts, 

143-62. 
16 Seen. 2 above. 
1 7 See n. 3 above. 
1 8 J. M. Kaye, ed., Placita Carone: Or La Carone Pledee 

devant Justices (London, 1966), 34-38. 
19 Ibid., 1-32. 
20 Unpublished, but as per BL Harley 667 ff. 175v-183r. 
21 Unpublished, but as per BL Add. 5761 ff. 1rr-12v. 
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measures four lines in height, done in a red monochrome flourished in blue with 
one long looping line down. 

Fourth, while the script of both MSS. 24 and 24b bear a certain similarity, 
stemming as they do from roughly the same period, a close comparison reveals 
that they are not the same hand. The scribe of MS 24 only occasionally employs 
a double approach stroke on the "f' and long "s," whereas the scribe of MS 24b 
does not. Further, the latter's scribe invariably employed the initial round "s," 
whereas MS 24's scribe employed a mixed usage of initial round "s" and initial 
long "s." Most tellingly, the form of the "h" that each employed is noticeably 
different. The scribe of MS 24 invariably employed a looping form, with the 
secondary minim of the "h" descending below the line and then looping back 
up to join the top of the stem, while the scribe of MS 24b did not. Fifth, and 
finally, MS 24 includes the end of the Excepciones ad Cassandum Brevium and 
the beginning of the Tractatus de Bastardia in a complete and perfect state, thus 
precluding the possibility that MS 24b is a loose part of MS 24. 

The conclusion must be that MS 24b once formed part of an entirely separate 
legal manuscript. Having examined the legal manuscripts in the Harvard Law 
School Library, it cannot have formed part of one of these other volumes either. 
It must thus have formed part of another, possibly lost, medieval lawbook. While 
in itself not terribly significant, other than to report that part of yet another 
version is now known to exist of two of the most common medieval common 
law treatises-the Excepciones ad Cassandum Brevium, and the Tractatus de Bastardia 
(which should help to establishing definitive texts of these two treatises 22 )-by 
comparing the format, contents, and ownership indicia of MS 24b with that 
of similar legal manuscripts produced in this era, new light appears upon the 
types of owners who commissioned such lawbooks and the ways that they 
employed them. 

The format of this leaf proves typical of most common law manuscripts 
produced in this era, especially those produced towards the end of the thirteenth 
century and the beginning of the fourteenth century. Drawing upon a database 
of 21 I such manuscripts produced in that period, 23 MS 24b has a total size 
similar to 60% of these books, though its written size suggests it came from a much 
larger book, and thus is typical of only 21% of this period's legal manuscripts. 24 

In terms of its script, this leaf, like nearly all (92%) of the lawbooks of this 
era, 25 employed a version of Anglicana, the business and legal script of late 
medieval England. 26 

In having running headlines, chapter titles, marginal numbering of chapter 
sections, and paragraph marks it also proves typical of the legal manuscripts writ-
ten in this period: 70% of such manuscripts employed running headlines, 87% 
included marginal numbering of chapter sections, 91% incorporated chapter 
titles, and 88% had paragraph marks. But while MS 24b typically employed alter-
nating red and blue paraph marks and red underlining (found in 62% and 48%, 
respectively, of the manuscripts produced in this period), few of the other legal 

22 Woodbine's text of the Excepciones ad Cassandum 
Brevium was based on only three of the upwards of thirty 
known manuscripts of this text. See George E. 
Woodbine, Four Thirteenth Century Law Tracts, (New 
Haven, r9ro), 50. To my knowledge no text of the De 
Bastardia has yet appeared in print. 

23 Jerome S. Arkenberg, "The Medieval Common Law 
Statute Book: Owners, Contents, and Formats, 1250-
1350," Appendix r.r, Table I.I. [available from author] 

24 Ibid., Appendix 2.r, Tables 2.3-2.4. 
25 Ibid., Appendix 2.r, Table 2.7. 
26 See M. B. Parkes, English Cursive Book Hands 1250-1500 

(Berkeley, 1980), xiv. 
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manuscripts dating from this period employed red underlining for marking off 
their running headlines, their marginal chapter numbering, or their chapter titles. 
Such red underlining only appears in 9% of this period's lawbooks that include 
running headlines, in 6% of those with marginal chapter numbering, and in 12% 
of those with chapter titles. 27 

MS 24b contains no indication that it was once part of an illuminated manu-
script. But, as only ro% of the legal manuscripts produced in this period con-
tained such illumination (including historiated initials and miniatures), this 

27 Arkenberg, Appendix 2.1., Tables 2.11-2.17. 
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should occasion no surprise. Its non-luxurious appearance demonstrates that it 
was not a stationary status symbol, but rather a more practical volume. Yet, with 
its flourished secondary initial it was not merely a plain, work-a-day book, but 
one both practical and attractive (80% of the manuscripts of this period included 
such flourished secondary initials). 28 

Looked at from another perspective, that of legal manuscripts produced with 
a written space similar to that of MS 24b, only I 1% contained illumination, and 

28 Ibid., Appendix 2.1, Tables 2.6. 2.18-2.19. 
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80% employed a version of Anglicana script, 77% of the time in a long-line format 
as in this leaf With textual finding aids, 61% of the manuscripts of this size 
employed running headlines (but only rr% had accompanying red underlining), 
78% included marginal chapter numbers (only 5% with red underlining), 87% 
had chapter titles (with 16% including red underlining), and 84% included paragraph 
marks (60% employing the alternating red and blue paraph scheme). 29 

The Excepciones ad Cassandum Brevium appears in r 5% of the legal manuscripts 
produced in this period, always in conjunction with various rural treatises, treatises 
such as the Seneschaucy,30 Walter ef Henley,3' and the Court Baron.32 This treatise rarely 
occurs in illuminated lawbooks (6% only), in lawbooks written in a Gothic script 
(a mere 3%), in legal volumes containing various types of ecclesiastical 
matter-pleas, custumals, cartularies, and so forth (4% alone), or in books bound 
with explanatory treatises such as Bracton33 or Britton34 (again, only 4%). Further, 
the Excepciones appears in no lawbook containing some type of urban matter 
(such as customs of various merchant or town gilds, or statutes or items directly 
related to a specific town or city). 35 

The other treatise, the Tractatus de Bastardia, appears more frequently, in slightly 
more than a third (3 5%) of the legal manuscripts produced in this period. Within 
this period, in those lawbooks containing one or more of the rural treatises, it 
appears in 45%. It also occurs in r 8% of the de luxe manuscripts produced in this 
period, in 22% of those containing explanatory treatises, in 14% of those written 
in a Gothic script, and in 19% of those containing urban matter. Unlike the Ex-
cepciones, however, no lawbook containing ecclesiastical matter also includes it. 36 

MS 246, then, most likely came from a manuscript once containing rural 
treatises. It contains nothing to suggest that it once formed part of an illuminated 
legal manuscript, nor of one that employed a Gothic script-largely the hallmark 
oflawbooks owned by clerics or an ecclesiastical foundations 37 • As the Excepciones 
ad Cassandum Brevium appears in no manuscripts of this period that incorporate 
urban matter, MS 246 most likely did also not belong to a volume containing 
such matter. And, since the De Bastardia occurs in no legal manuscripts contain-
ing any type of ecclesiastical matter, this leaf most likely did not once form a part 
of a lawbook with such contents either. In sum, the appearance of these two 
treatises in this same leaf suggests that MS 246 once belonged to a legal manu-
script containing one or more of the rural treatises. 

This conclusion suggests ownership by a steward, a bailiff, or perhaps a local 
landholder of the knightly class, the most numerous types of owners possessing 
lawbooks with such matter.38 As legal professionals made up only 6% of the 
known owners of lawbooks containing such matter, the typical lawyer or judge 
of this period most likely did not own MS 246 's original volume. 39 This original 

2 9 Ibid., Appendix 2.1, Tables 2.41-2.44, 2.48-2.56. 
3° Dorothea Oschinsky, ed., Walter of Henley: And Other 

Treatises on Estate Management and Accounting (Oxford, 
1971), 80. 

31 Ibid., p. II2. 

32 Frederic Maitland and William Paley Baildon, eds., The 
Court Baron: Being Precedents for Use in Seignorial and 
Other Local Courts, Together with Select Pleas From the 
Bishop of Ely's Court of Littleport, 4 Selden Society for 1890 
(London, 1890). 

33 Samuel E. Thome and George E. Woodbine, eds. 
Bracton: De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae, 5 vols. 

(Cambridge, Mass., 1968-1977). 
34 Francis Morgan Nichols, ed., Britton: An English 

Translation and Notes, Introduction by Hon. Simon E. 
Baldwin (Washington, 1901). 

35 Arkenberg, Appendix 3.1, Tables 3.36, 3.75. 
36 Arkenberg, Appendix 3.1, Tables 3.31, 3.70. 
37 Arkenberg, Appendix 4.1, Tables 4.15-4.26. Note that 

as men-of-affairs often held more than one office during 
their lifetime, the total number of owners does not 
always equal 100%. 

38 Arkenberg, Appendix 4.1, Tables 4.28-4.39. 
39 Arkenberg, Appendix 4.1, Tables 4.31-4.32. 
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volume may, nonetheless, have once belonged to a religious foundation, as they 
are known to have constituted 26% of the known owners of lawbooks contain-
ing rural treatises. 4° For not all ecclesiastical owners inserted various forms of 
"ecclesiastical" matter in their common law manuscripts. A number of volumes, 
particularly those acquired from laymen as either gifts or bequests, remain today 
in their original, purely legal matter, format.41 

However, local men-of-affairs, those amateur administrators who received 
commissions of Oyer and Terminer, Gaol Delivery, and lnquest,4 2 are among the 
known owners possessing such volumes. Of these, 17% received commissions of 
Oyer and Terminer, 6% received commissions of Gaol Delivery, and 17% 
received commissions of lnquiry. 43 Further, while no escheators appear among 
the known owners of manuscripts of this type, 3% of the known owners did 
serve as Keepers of the Peace, 6% as Coroners, 3% as Purveyors, 6% as Arrayers, 
14% as Assessors, and another 14% as Sheriffs.44 Only 9% of the volumes have 
associations with known owners who once worked as bailiffs, and 6% with those 
once employed as stewards. 45 A further 20% of these known owners served at 
least once as a knight of the shire. 46 

Few legal professionals, then, acquired lawbooks that included such material 
in this era. As most historians have hitherto assumed that legal professionals-
lawyers and judges-formed the market for the legal manuscripts produced in 
this era, these figures prove surprising.47 Since the book trade of medieval 
England was almost entirely a bespoken one, these patterns must reflect the needs 
of these particular owners for these particular types oflegal manuscripts. 48 Since, 
therefore, the exponential growth in this period of the numbers of professional 
lawyers is not reflected in the numbers who own lawbooks, 49 most legal profes-
sionals must not have needed such volumes. This suggests that most professional 
lawyers and justices had little need of these books for reference, for jogging the 
memory, or for studying the law. Equally, since it is mostly the knightly men-
of-affairs who own most of the lawbooks produced in this era, these knightly 
men-of-affairs must have required these books either for reference, for jogging 
the memory, or for studying the law. 

The reason so few legal professionals owned statute books must revolve 
around the pedagogical methods employed to teach the common law in this era. 

40 Arkenberg, Appendix 4.1, Table 4.28. 
41 Eg., Cambridge University Library MS. Add. 3097, 

British Library MS. Add. 31,826. 
42 Alan Harding. "Early Trailbaston Proceedings from the 

Lincoln Roll of 1305," in Medieval Legal Records: Edited 
in Memory of C. A. F. Meekings, R. F. Hunnisett & J. B. 
Post, eds., (London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 
1978), 144-45; Richard W. Kaeuper, "Law and Order 
in Fourteenth-Century England: The Evidence of 
Special Commissions of Oyer and Tenniner," Speculum 
54 (1979): 734-84, 743, 746-48, 752-54. 

43 Arkenberg, Appendix 4.1, Table 4.33. 
44 Ibid., Appendix 4.1, Tables 4.35-4.36. 
45 Ibid., Appendix 4.1, Table 4.37. 
46 Ibid., Appendix 4.1, Table 4. 3 5. 
47 Eg., H. G. Richardson and G. 0. Sayles, "The Early 

Statutes," Law Quarterly Review 50 (1934): 201-23 and 540-
71, p. 544; T. F. T. Plucknett, "The Place of the Legal 
Profession in the History of English Law," Law Quarterly 
Review 48 (1932): 328-40, p. 337; John H. Baker, An 

Introduction to English Legal History, 3d ed., (London, 1990), 
236; Paul Brand, "Courtroom and Schoolroom: The 
Education of Lawyers in England Prior to 1400," Bulletin of 
the Institute of Historical Research 60 (1987): 147-65, p. 156. 

48 Richard H. Rouse and Mary A. Rouse, "Ordinatio and 
Compilatio Revisited," in Ad Litteram: Authoritative Texts 
and Their Medieval Readers, Mark D. Jordan and Kent 
Emery, Jr., eds. (Notre Dame, 1992), 125, 127; Graham 
Pollard, "The English Market for Printed Books. The 
Sandars Lectures, 1959," Publishing History 4 (1978): 9-
48, ro, Ir; Claire Donovan, "Books of Hours," in 
1\1edieval Book Production: Assessing the Evidence, Linda L. 
Brownrigg, ed. (London, 1990), 149. 

49 Paul Brand, The Origins of the English Legal Profession 
(Oxford, 1992), 32-34, 38-42, 54-55, 63-68, 71, 76, 
110- 11; Robert Palmer, The County Courts of Medieval 
England: 1150-1350 (Princeton, 1982), 89, 92, 113; Judith 
Claire Meier, "The Beginnings of Professionalism 
Among English Attorneys, I266-I300" (Ph.D. Diss., 
University of Iowa, 1977), 25, 37, 43. 
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It is known that those intending to follow the law professionally underwent a 
more or less "formal" legal training, involving a reading by some lecturer of a 
legal text followed by drills and quizzes on this text. 5° Considering the lack of 
lawbooks owned by this group, this method must primarily or entirely have 
revolved around this type of oral instruction and drill, in ways similar to that 
employed in this same period in teaching university undergraduates in the facul-
ties of arts.51 For few of these undergraduates either owned books or were 
required to own or have access to books for their studies. 52 

Since the common law from its inception, unlike either canon or roman law, 53 

had no fundamental text, around which legal interpretation turned (except, 
perhaps, the Register of Writs54 ' 55 the common law legal professional had therefore 
no incentive to obtain, possess, read or study a lawbook such as MS 24, especially 
when the interpretation of common law statutes turned upon not the precise 
wording but the overall legal intent. 56 Thus, legal professionals and others who 
underwent such training would have drawn upon their memory, not their law-
books, for their legal knowledge. Unless, therefore, one had a poor or ailing 
memory, the legal professional had little need to own a lawbook, whether one 
containing statutes, treatises, or both. 

But the knightly men-of-affairs did own lawbooks in this period, and in 
far greater numbers than hitherto thought. This must be because they learned 
the common law in an entirely different manner. These men-of-affairs would 
have had little need to undertake a formal course oflegal education, one requiring 
several years of study (probably three to four years57), since, after all, they did not 
intend to follow the law or serve in administration in anything more than an 
avocational capacity. 

Yet, as a knowledge of the current legal and administrative rules and regulations 
nonetheless proved essential for local governmental and estate administration, 
they would still have had to learn and know the technicalities of the common 
law and the statutes. This they could do most easily by studying the writs, 
statutes, and introductory legal treatises commonly found in lawbooks. These 
lawbooks, then, must have formed their primary educational tools for learning 

5° Samuel E. Thome and J. H. Baker, eds., Readings and 
Moots at the Inns of Court in the Fifteenth Century, Volume 
II: Moots and Readers Cases, ro 5 Selden Society for 1989 
(London, 1990), xv-xvi, xxix; Brand, Origins, 54-55, 
63-67, l 17-19; Brand, "Courtroom and Schoolroom," 
147-48, 155-56, 161-62. 

5 1 James A. Weisheipl, "Curriculum of the Faculty of Arts 
at Oxford in the Early Fourteenth Century," Mediaeval 
Studies 26 (1964): 143-85, 151-53, 156, 176; J. M. 
Fletcher, "The Faculty of Arts," in The Early Oxford 
Schools, J. I. Catto, ed., Vol. I, The History of the 
University of Oxford, T. H. Aston, gen. ed. (Oxford, 
1984), 375, 377-81. 

52 Graham Pollard, "The pecia System in the Medieval 
Universities," in Medieval Scribes, Manuscripts and 
Libraries: Essays Presented to N. R. Ker, M. B. Parkes and 
Andrew G. Watson, eds. (London, 1978), 150; M. B. 
Parkes, "Book Provision and Libraries at the Medieval 
University of Oxford," in his Sc,ibes, Scripts and Readers: 
Studies in the Communication, Presentation and Dissemination 
of Medieval Texts (London, 1991), 299; Fletcher, "Faculty 
of Arts," in Early Oxford Schools, 374-75. See also 
Richard H. Rouse & Mary A. Rouse, Authentic 

Witnesses: Approaches to Medieval Texts and Mammrij,ts 
(Notre Dame, 1991), 308. 

53 Peter Stein, ed., The Teaching of Roman Law in En,iiland 
Around 1200 (London, 1990), xliv-xl; J. L. Barton, "The 
Study of Civil Law Before 1380," in Early Oxford 
Schools, 525-29; L. E. Boyle, "Canon Law Before 1380," 
in Early Oxford Schools, 543, 54 7-48. 

54 R. C. Van Caenegem, The Birth of the En,iilish Common 
Law (Cambridge, 1974), 29; T. F. T. Plucknett, Statutes 
and Their Interpretation in the First Ha/( of the Fourteenth 
Century (Cambridge, 1922), 145. 

ll "Leges autem Anglicanas licet non scriptas leges appel-
lari non videatur absurdum ... " ( Glanvill, Prologue, 2); 
"Cum autem fere in omnibus regionibus utatur legibus 
et iure scripto, sola Anglia usa est in suis finibus iure non 
scripto et consuetudine," (Bracton, Introduction, 19). 
See also R. W. Southern, "From Schools to University," 
in Early Oxford Schools, 16. 

56 Plucknett, Statutes and Their Interpretation, 22, 49-50, 
53-56, 82, 164-66. 

57 Michael J. Bennett, "Provincial Gentlefolk and Legal 
Education in the Reign of Edward II," Bulletin of the 
Institr,tefor Historical Research 57 (1984): 189-208, p. 196. 
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and understanding the procedures and issues of the common law, as well as 
providing a manual for daily reference. It is, therefore, this dichotomy in legal 
education, between professionals who learned orally, and amateurs who learned 
textually, that accounts for the contents, format, and ownership patterns of the 
medieval common law manuscript. 

Thus this single manuscript leaf, containing the two introductory legal treatises 
most often found in manuscripts containing rural treatises, in a format suggesting 
both portability and ownership by a man of some financial means, provides 
information not only about the manuscript from which it originally came, but 
also something about its likely owner. Therefore, the lost legal manuscript 
of which MS 24b once formed a part must have had as its original owner not a 
legal professional, but an administrator, either a knightly man-of-affairs, or an 
ecclesiastical steward or bailiff, men who needed legal collections both for ready 
reference and for self-study to read and learn the common law. 
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